
 

Footvolley, Max Tonette and Pluto Aldair protagonists on the beach of 

Terracina 
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The two Giallorossi champions performed, in the 

context of Beach Sport World organized by ASD 

Amici dello Sport, against the strong couple made 

up of Ludovico Alonzi and Michael Zaccagnini. 

Summer has begun for beach sports in Terracina, 

the traditional home of sports on the beach. 
foot volley max tonetto and pluto aldair protagonists in Terracina 

(AGR) Foot volleyball is back in Terracina. In the Rdt Summer Village, historic location, of sand 

sports, Play-Footvolley Combat took place which also saw two greats of Roman and Roman 

football as protagonists: Max Tonetto and Pluto Aldair. The two former Giallorossi put on a 

show against Ludovico Alonzi and Michael Zaccagnini, or the new champions of the Rome stage 

of the discipline that gathers more and more proselytes. The event was organized by the Amici dello 

Sport Asd in collaboration with Play Footvolley Arl. On the stands, the young Roma player Ebrima 

Bardoe also enjoyed the performance. The next appointment with Footvolley in Terracina will be a 

regional open tournament open to all which will take place dSunday 24th July always at the RDT 

Summer Village. 

In the same area the youth stage of Sand Basket, organized by the Terracina Basketball Academy, 

a discipline that will return at the end of July with a tournament reserved for senior athletes. 
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After three lost Italian championships, the gold stage of beach volleyball, the national footvolley 

stage and the Italian beach tennis championships (moved to Ostia), the sporting summer of 

Terracina for beach sports has finally begun. It will be a long sporty summer in one of the 

traditional venues of sports’ on the beach. 

“Finally we can continue a path to promote beach sports that began almost twenty years ago and 

which has made our city famous all over the world and above all known and appreciated among the 

managers of all the various federations, including international ones, with which we have 

collaborated. with great ability in all these years: I am firmly convinced that Terracina and its 

people deserve this type of stage ”explained Francesco Cascarini, president of Asd Amici dello 

Sport. 

 


